Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) with the chemical formula MX 2 , where M is a group IV-VII transition metal and X is a chalcogen atom (S, Se, Te), have recently emerged as a new class of layered materials that can be exfoliated down to atomically thin layers. Among these materials, the group VI (Mo, W) TMDC monolayers stand out due to their peculiar spin-valley coupled band structure with spin-polarized conduction and valence band states located at the band edges at the corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone (K+ and K-valleys) with a direct gap in the visible or near-infrared region. [1] [2] [3] Because of time reversal symmetry, the sign of the spin splitting is opposite in K+ and K-valley. This allows one to address the spin-valley degree of freedom with either left or right circularly polarized light 4, 5 and, together with the strong excitonic effects, 6 create a unique platform to study both light-matter interactions and spin-valley physics in the real two-dimensional (2D) limit.
Since allowed interband optical transitions must conserve the spin and the momentum, the optically active or bright exciton involves an electron and a hole belonging to the same valley but with opposite spins (the spin of the hole is opposite to that of the electron residing in the same valence band). Radiative recombination of intarvalley excitons with the electron and hole constituents with same spins is forbidden and such exciton states are called dark. The understanding of the interplay between low energy bright and dark exciton states is of particular importance since these states ultimately define the radiative properties of 2D TMDCs and their relevance for applications in optoelectronics and valleytronics. In WSe 2 and WS 2 monolayers, the dark character of the ground state exciton and the energy separation between dark and higher energy bright excitons are firmly established both experimentally and theoretically. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Meanwhile, the low energy dark excitons in Mo-based compounds have not been probed experimentally so far, and recent theoretical studies have not always been consistent in predicting whether Mo-based
TMDCs host dark or bright lowest energy excitons. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] In this letter, we present the first measurement of the dark exciton in monolayer MoSe 2 .
The main obstacles to detecting dark excitons in MoSe 2 are the very close separation between the bright and the higher energy dark states and the low population of the dark exciton states. 9 Due to recent progress in the fabrication of high quality BN encapsulated TMDC monolayers, it has become possible to prepare TMDC monolayers with very narrow exciton lines of about 1 meV FWHM. 19 With the aid of a strong in-plane magnetic field, we mix bright and dark exciton states, brighten dark excitons, induce further separation of bright and dark exciton states and successfully detect the elusive dark excitons in photoluminescence (PL) and reflectance contrast (RC) spectra. These experimental results
provide an unambiguous evidence of the bright nature of exciton ground state in MoSe 2 as well as the accurate measure of the energy splitting between the lowest energy bright and dark excitons.
Within a simple single particle picture, the radiative character, dark or bright, of intravalley excitons in monolayer TMDCs depends on the ordering of the spin-up and spin-down conduction sub-bands, CB↑ and CB↓, separated by a relatively small singleparticle gap ∆ CB of the order of tens of meV. 20 For the valence states, only the higher energy spin-subband VB↑ needs to be considered because of the large, hundreds of meV, spin splitting in the valence band. 21 The relative ordering of lowest energy conduction subbands in MX 2 monolayers, which are formed mostly by d z 2 orbitals of transition metal atoms, 22 is different for Mo-and W-based TMDCs. In molybdenum compounds, the lowest conduction band and the the highest valence band share the same spin projection, so the lowest energy exciton state is expected to be optically active. However, the actual energy separation between the lowest energy bright and dark excitons states, ∆ DB , has additional contributions from the short-range electron-hole exchange interaction as well as enhanced binding energy of dark excitons due to their heavier mass compared with bright excitons (see the theory section in the Supporting Information). 16, 17 In order to access the dark exciton states, we apply an in-plane magnetic field B (B x ,B y )
to separate more dark (X D ) and bright (X B ) excitons and brighten otherwise unaccessible 
where E B and E D = E B + ∆ DB refer to the energies of the bright and dark states at zero magnetic field, the off-diagonal terms introduce their field-induced coupling, g cb is the in-plane conduction band g-factor and µ B is the Bohr magneton. B shifts the energies of bright and dark excitons in opposite directions:
where the plus /minus sign applies to the bright/dark exciton branches. B also provides small but finite optical oscillator strength, proportional to B 2 , for dark excitons.
Magnetic brightening of dark excitons has been observed in tungsten-based TMDCs, 7, 10 where the gap between bright and dark excitons is relatively large, ∼50 meV. However, the actual field induced splitting between the bright and dark excitons has not been detected.
From Eq. 2 we expect the change of exciton energies at the highest applied magnetic fields (31 T) to only be about (55-75) µeV for WS 2 or WSe 2 , almost impossible to detect by standard methods. In contrast, since the field induced splitting is inversely proportional to the zero-field ∆ DB (in the weak-field approximation), it is expected to be much stronger in MoSe 2 , eventually reaching the meV scale at 20-30 T.
Fabricating high quality MoSe 2 monolayers with narrow PL linewidth of about a 1 meV is a crucial factor for detecting the exciton fine structure. To show the effect of the in-plane magnetic field on exciton emission, we plot in Fig.2a the 2D color map of PL intensity as a function of magnetic field from 0 T to 31 T. As B increases, the X B is redshifted and an additional peak, labelled as X D , emerges on the higher energy of X B side exhibiting a blueshift. At the highest magnetic field of 31 T, X B shifts by 1.1 meV and the separation between two peaks, X B and X D , reaches approximately 4 meV.
It is instructive to note that these observations provide an explanation for the results from our earlier attempts to detect field induced bright-dark excitons splitting in the PL spectra from MoSe 2 monolayers on SiO 2 /Si substrates. Because the exciton PL line was relatively broad, FWHM=7.3 meV, the ∆ DB spitting could not be resolved spectroscopically even at B =31 T. However, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S1 , the field dependent behavior of the exciton PL peak measured on Si/SiO 2 MoSe 2 (0.8 meV red shift and 3 meV broadening) agrees well with the the actual splitting of the bright and dark exciton resolved in PL and RC spectra from hBN encapsulated MoSe 2 .
Since the observed behavior reflects very well the anticipated brightening of the dark exciton and field induced energy shift of bright and dark excitons in opposite directions, the emerging high energy peak is attributed to the magnetically brightened dark exciton.
For a quantitative analysis of PL evolution with B , we use a pseudo-Voigt line shape to fit the spectra. The resulting overall change of X B and X D energies is plotted in Fig.3a .
To ensure the reliability and consistency of the experiment and analysis, we also plot the exciton energies extracted from the RC spectra measured in fields up to 17.5 T (detailed comparison of PL and RC spectra is presented in Supplementary Fig.S1 ). Both data sets consistently overlap, ensuring the validity of the PL results at higher magnetic fields.
As expected from the two band model, the energy of the bright (dark) exciton first exhibits a quadratic increase (decrease) followed by a linear dependence in the high field limit. Despite its simplicity, the model provides a facile means for accurate measure of the dark exciton energy at zero magnetic field and the g-factor. By fitting the measured E B (B ) and E D (B ) (see Fig.3a ) we extract a g-factor of 2.0 ± 0.1. This confirms the assumption that reported ab-initio calculations of these parameters is often larger than 10 meV, 7, 16, 17, 23 i.e. larger than our measured value of ∆ DB in monolayer MoSe 2 . Nonetheless, we can still make few consistent observations. Firstly, we note that ∆ x < 0 due to the repulsive nature of the short-range exchange, 7, 16, 17 and ∆ M < 0 because dark excitons are heavier than bright ones (dark excitons involve the conduction band with heavier effective mass).
Accordingly, to offset the negative value contributions of ∆ x + ∆ M , the value of ∆ CB should be positive in monolayer MoSe 2 in order to yield ∆ DB = 1.5 meV. Similarly, assuming that ∆ x + ∆ M has similar magnitude in Mo-and W-based compounds, the value of ∆ CB should be negative in WSe 2 and WS 2 monolayers in order to yield ∆ DB = −40 meV and −55 meV, respectively. 9 Next, following the procedure described in the Supporting Information, we evaluate the binding energies of bright and dark excitons and obtain ∆ M = −8 meV in latter is consistent with the measured value reported in Ref. 7 . We note that in addition to the contribution from spin-orbit coupling, the value of ∆ CB is affected from band-gap renormalization in electron-doped samples due to many-body exchange interactions.
24,25
The experimental results and the analysis we have provided in this paper deal with intrinsic (un-doped) monolayers.
We now discuss the relative intensities of the PL emission of dark and bright excitons, I D /I B that we plot as a function of B in Fig.3b . At low magnetic fields, the dark exciton emission grows quadratically with B , which is in agreement with the predictions of the two-band model, I D ∝ I B B 2 , and previous observations in W-based monolayer TMDCs. 7, 10, 13 However, we find that in MoSe 2 , the ratio of PL intensities I D /I B deviates from the simple quadratic dependence at magnetic fields above 7-10 T, saturates at higher fields and starts decreasing above 25 T (Fig.3b) . To understand this behavior, we have to consider changes in the thermal population of X D . Since the bright exciton is the ground excitonic state and the separation between bright and dark states increases with B , the population of the high-lying dark state becomes thermally suppressed as magnetic field increases. Assuming thermal equilibrium occupation numbers, we modify the expression for the relative intensity by adding a Boltzmann factor: Figure 4 : Gate dependence map of the PL intensity at 0 T (a) and B = 31 T (b) and at T=10 K. The intensity is plotted on a linear scale on the left sub-panels at energies below 1.6275 eV (indicated by dashed white line). The log scale with smaller range is used to enhance visibility on the right sub-panels (above 1.6275 eV). X B and X D represent bright and dark excitons. X T is the negatively charged exciton (trion).
which results in excellent fit to the experimental data (Fig.3b) .
Finally, we briefly discuss another possible mechanism, the Bychkov-Rashba effect, 26 that may flip the spin of the conduction band electrons and contribute to brightening of the dark exciton. The Bychkov-Rashba type coupling between dark and bright intraband excitons would require breaking the mirror symmetry in respect to the monolayer plane, which could be induced, for example, by out-of-plane electric field generated by a gate or by unintentional, impurity related charge of the substrate. 15, 27 To examine this possibility, we perform gate dependent PL measurements. does not contribute to the brightening of dark excitons. Even at relatively high electric field of 1 V/nm, the resulting radiative rate for dark excitons is expected to be four orders of magnitude smaller compared to the effect of of an applied in-plane magnetic field of 30 T. 27 The negligible role of the Rashba-induced mixing between dark and bright excitons in our experiment is corroborated by the fact that this interaction is proportional to the exciton wavevector Q (see the Supporting Information), and therefore its effect vanishes within the light cone wherein Q → 0.
In conclusion, we have observed magnetic field induced brightening of the dark exciton and splitting of bright and dark neutral excitons in high quality monolayer h-BN encapsulated MoSe 2 . The superior sample quality and the use of a strong in-plane magnetic field enable a direct spectroscopic probe of dark excitons. We have confirmed that the lowest energy exciton state is optically active. The energy separation between the ground state bright exciton and higher energy dark exciton is determined to be 1.5 meV.
This result implies that the energy splitting in the conduction band is a few tens of meV in order to offset the reduced binding energy of bright excitons due to the repulsive short-range electron-hole exchange as well as their lighter mass compared with dark excitons. Importantly, our findings demonstrate that the bright and dark exciton branches are nearly degenerate, and this result may be intimately related to the enhanced valley depolarization in monolayer MoSe 2 . [28] [29] [30] ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.
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